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Presocratics: Ancient
C on tAntecedents
ents
List of Illustrations and Maps
List of Abbreviations

1
2
1
3
2
4
3
5

vii

ix

T  “P”    . T xv in a manual of the univerest attestation discoveredPreface
so far is found
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
sal history of philosophy published in 1788 by J.-A. Eberhard (the
addressee of a famous
letter
by Kant): one section
is entitled “PreList of
Abbreviations
ix
Introduction:
Patrick
of Legend
and of History
1
socratic
Philosophy”
(“vorsokratische
Philosophie”).
But the idea that 1
Preface Socrates
xv and what preceded him
there is a major caesura between
Patrick’s
goes
back toBritain
Antiquity. In order to understand the modern debates29
that have developed around the Presocratics, it is indispensable to
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
go
back to these
ancient Presocratics, whom by convention I pro-61
Patrick’s
Ireland
pose to designate “pre-Socratics” (in lowercase, and with a hyphen),
Patrick’s
29
inCaptivity
order to Britain
distinguish them from the “Presocratics,” the historio94
graphical category to whose creation they contributed but under
Patrick’s
which
they Ireland
cannot be entirely subsumed. Even if undeniable simi-61
Religion
in
Britain and Ireland
119
larities make the ancient “pre-Socratics” the natural ancestors of our
Captivity
modern
Presocratics, the differences between the two groups are94
Life
154
inThe
factMissionary
not less signifi
cant, in particular with regard to the stakes
involved
in both
of them.
Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
119

4
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
5
6

183

Antiquity
knew of two
The Missionary
Lifeways to conceive of the dividing line be154
Epilogue:
Remembering
Patrick
218
tween
what preceded
Socrates Saint
and what
followed him: either Socrates abandoned a philosophy of nature for the sake of a philosophy
Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
of man (this is the perspective that I shall call Socratic-Ciceronian,
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
which also includes Xenophon), or he passed from a philosophy of
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
218
things
to a philosophy
of the
concept
(this
is the Platonic-Aristotelian
Index
261
tradition). Although a bridge was constructed between these two
traditions, notably by Plato in the Phaedo (a text that is both comCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
plex and decisive for the posterity of the Presocratics), they diverge
not only in their tenor butIndex
also, and 261
even more, in their effects: while
v
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the former only thematizes a certain rupture, the latter by contrast
brings to light the thread of a deeper continuity beyond it. This dissymmetry, which can be, and indeed has been, specified in different
ways, is essential for understanding
C on t ethenmodern
t s fate of the Presocratics. It is worth examining precisely its presuppositions and its
consequences.

of Illustrations
Mapsis closely
vii connected
At its origin, theList
SocraticCiceronianand
tradition
with Socrates’s trial (399
BCE),
in
which,
in
order
List of Abbreviations ix to respond to
the accusation of impiety with which (among other things) he was
Prefacehimself
xv from an enterprise that
charged, he needed to distinguish
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
had been known at least since the 430s under the name of “inquiry
into nature” (peri phuseôs
List historia).
of Abbreviations ix
Introduction:
Patrick
of Legend
of“inquiry
Historyinto naTh
e Phaedo strongly
suggests
that the and
phrase
Preface
xv
ture” was still perceived as a technical expression at the dramatic
1 Patrick’s
Britain it portrays (which is supposed to have ocdate
of the conversation
curred on the very day of Socrates’s death), and we cannot exclude
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
the
that this was still the case at the date of the composi2 possibility
Patrick’s Ireland
tion of the dialogue, about fifteen years later. For the Socrates of the
1 Patrick’s
Britain
Phaedo
says that
when he was young he “was incredibly eager for the
3 Captivity
kind of wisdom that is called the inquiry into nature,” which he ex2 Patrick’s
Ireland
pected
would give
him the knowledge of “the causes of each thing,
4 Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
why each thing comes into being and why it perishes and why it
2
3 Captivity
exists.”
The specification “that is called” points to the novelty of the
5
The
Missionary
expression,
if not to thatLife
of the enterprise itself.
In
fact,
none
of
the
surviving
texts that refer to such an “inquiry
4 Religion in Britain and Ireland
6 Imagining
Patrick
in last
thethird
Middle
Ages
into
nature” is older
than the
of the
fifth century BCE. It is
also
around
this
time—
and
evidently
not
by
chance—that the title
5 The Missionary Life
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
“OnEpilogue:
Nature” comes
into circulation,
and that
it is applied, in certain
cases anachronistically, to older works that fell (or were thought to
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
fall) within this genre.3
Cited20Scholarship
and Further
In chapter
of the Hippocratic
treatiseReading
On Ancient237
Medicine
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
(which also happens to present
the
fi
rstknown
occurrence
of the
Index 261
abstract term philosophia4), its author, a medical writer who advocates traditional methods, distances himself from writings “on naCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
ture” that he judges to be too speculative because of the presuppositions (or “hypotheses”) theyIndex
are led to261
adopt, and contrasts them
v
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with medical inquiry as the sole legitimate source of knowledge
about the nature of man:5
But what they are talking about belongs to philosophy, like
C on t e n t s
Empedocles or others who have written about nature: what a
human being is from the beginning, how he first appeared and
out of what things he is constituted. But as for me, I think that
whatever List
has been
said or written
some expert
of Illustrations
andbyMaps
vii [sophistês] or
doctor about nature belongs less to the art of medicine than to
6 of Abbreviations
List
that of painting,
and I think that there isixno other source than
medicine for having some
clear knowledge
about nature. . . . I say
Preface
xv
andtên
Maps
vii knows exactly
that this List
fieldofofIllustrations
inquiry [tautên
historiên]
what a human being is, through what causes he comes about,
List of
Abbreviations ix
and everythingPatrick
else.7 of Legend and of History
Introduction:
1

1
2

Preface

xv

The second passage is a fragment of Euripides that scholars tend
toPatrick’s
attributeBritain
to a lost tragedy, Antiope, which is known to have con-29
tained
a debate, famous
between
the two brothers 1
Introduction:
PatrickinofAntiquity,
Legend and
of History
Patrick’sand
Ireland
Amphion
Zethus regarding the utility and the value of music,61
and
by extension
that of intellectual studies:
Patrick’s
Britain
29

1
3 Captivity
2
4
3
5
4
6
5

94

[Chorus:] Happy the man who, having attained
Patrick’s
Ireland
The knowledge
deriving from inquiry [tês historias . . . mathêsin], 61
Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
119
Aspires neither
to trouble
for his fellow citizens
Nor to unjust deeds,
Captivity
94
The
Life nature’s
154
ButMissionary
observes immortal
Unaging in
order,
whereand
it wasIreland
formed,
Religion
Britain
119
Imagining
Patrick
in the Middle Ages
183
In what way,
and how.
Never to men like this does the practice
The Missionary
Life
154
of shameful
actions comeSaint
near.8Patrick
Epilogue:
Remembering
218

The third passage
from
an anonymous
6 Imagining
Patrickcomes
in the
Middle
Ages dialectical set of ar183
guments
known
under
the
title
of
Dissoi
(Pairs of237
arguments):
Cited Scholarship and FurtherLogoi
Reading
Epilogue:
Remembering
Patrick
218
I think that
it belongs Index
to theSaint
same
261man and to the same art to be
able to discuss briefly, to know the truth of things, to judge a legal
case correctly, to be able to make speeches to the people, to know
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
the arts of speeches, and to teach about the nature of all things, both
their present condition and
their origins.
Index
261 9
v
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On the basis of these three texts, which echo the passage from
the Phaedo and each other, we can see that “the inquiry into nature”
involved two principal characteristics. On the one hand, it is directed
toward a totality (it bears C
upon
on“alltthings”
e n torsupon “the whole”). On
the other hand, it adopts a resolutely genetic perspective (it explains
the existing condition of things by tracing the history of its development from the origins).
List fairly
of Illustrations
and
Maps
vii of rapid
One can identify
well the stages
that,
after a process
crystallization, endedList
up of
transforming
the
authors
Abbreviations ix of treatises on
“the nature of all things” into “natural philosophers,” those thinkers
xv(phusikoi).10 In a passage
whom Aristotle called simplyPreface
“naturalists”
List
of
Illustrations
and
Maps vii
of the Memorabilia that echoes the one in the Phaedo, Xenophon
still has recourse to aList
comprehensive
expressionixwhen, in the conof Abbreviations
Patricktoofwhich
Legend
andreturn
of History
text Introduction:
of a defense of Socrates
we shall
in a moment,
Preface
xv
he maintains that “he never discoursed, like most of the others,
1 Patrick’s
about
the natureBritain
of all things [peri tês tôn pantôn phuseôs], investigating the condition of what the experts call ‘the world order’ [hopôs ho
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
kaloumenos
hupo
tôn sophistôn kosmos ekhei] and by what necessities
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
each of the heavenly phenomena occurs.”11 Plato’s Lysis mentions
1 Patrick’s(named
Britain
the
by the other term, holon, which Greek can use
3 “totality”
Captivity
to designate a totality of things), but dissociates it from “nature”: the
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
sages,
who, together
with Homer, maintain “that like must always
4 Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
be friend to like,” are presented as “speaking and writing on nature
3 Captivity
and
on the whole” (hoi peri phuseôs te kai tou holou dialegomenoi kai
5 The Missionary
12
graphontes).
But afterLife
the Phaedo, the term “nature” can come to
stand
in
for
whole
expression.
us Socrates asks in the Philebus,
4 Religion in Britain and Th
Ireland
6 Imagining
theheMiddle
Ages research on nature
“And
if someone Patrick
supposesinthat
is conducting
[peri
phuseôs
.
.
.
zêtein],
do
you
know
that
he does research for his
5 The Missionary Life
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
whole
life on what
has to do with this
world,
how it has come about,
how it is affected, and how it acts [ta peri ton kosmon tonde, hopê te
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
gegonen kai hopê paskhei kai hopê poiei]?”13 This substitution of the
Cited
andexpression
Further Reading
term “nature”
for Scholarship
the more detailed
leads to the237
threshold
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
of the substantivizations of Aristotle,
who
employs
very
frequently,
Index 261
and as synonyms, “the authors (of treatises) on nature” (hoi peri
phuseôs), “the naturalists” (hoi phusikoi), or sometimes “the physioCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
logues” (hoi phusiologoi).14
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In fact, there is a lineage of works among the Presocratic thinkers that corresponds to this description, of which the basic scheme
very probably goes back to Anaximander.15 What is involved is a
general history of the universe
of its
C on tande n
t sconstitutive parts, from its
beginnings until a limit that seems most often to have gone beyond
the current condition of the world and to have been constituted by
the moment of its destruction (thus it would be more exact to speak
Listphthorias”
of Illustrations
Maps
vii
of “cosmo-gonothan ofand
simple
cosmogonies).
The narrative comprised aList
certain
number
of
elements
that
were
more or
of Abbreviations ix
less obligatory. From Anaximander to Philolaus and Democritus,
Preface (in
xvthe second part of his poem),
by way of Anaximenes, Parmenides
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Diogenes of Apollonia, and others of
lesser importance,List
the grand
narratives “on nature”
of Abbreviations
ix include an explaIntroduction:
Legend
and
Historybodies, and 1
nation
of the wayPatrick
in whichofthe
universe,
theofheavenly
Preface
xv
the earth were formed, with, already very early, discussion of more
Patrick’sorBritain
technical
specialized problems like the delimitation of the celes-29
tial and terrestrial zones, the inclination of the poles, the distance
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
and
size of Ireland
the heavenly bodies, the luminosity of the moon, mete-61
Patrick’s
orological and terrestrial phenomena, rain and hail, earthquakes
Patrick’s
Britain
29
and
tides, the
origin of living beings and their reproduction, the94
Captivity
sexual differentiation of embryos, the mechanism of physiological
Patrick’s
Ireland
life,
sleep and
sensation and thought, and in some cases the61
Religion
in death,
Britain
and Ireland
119
development of life in society. In short: a cosmogony and a cosmolCaptivity
ogy,
a zoogony and a zoology, an anthropology and a physiology (in94
The
Missionary
154
the
modern
sense ofLife
the term), which under certain circumstances
16
could
also beincontinued
as a history
Religion
Britain and
Irelandof human civilization.
119
Imagining
Patrick
in whole,
the Middle
183
Out of this
complex
certainAges
ancient texts retain essentially
cosmological
The the
Missionary
Lifeaspect, and speak of “meteorology” and of
154
Epilogue: Remembering
Patrickdistinction between218
“meteorologists”:
for before theSaint
Aristotelian
a
supralunary region and an infralunary one, which tends to limit meImagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
teôra to the domain of “meteorological” phenomena alone, the term
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
meteôra designated any phenomena occurring “on high,” and repreEpilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
218
sented
by synecdoche
theIndex
whole
of261
the
inquiry into nature. In the
opening scene of the Protagoras, the audience asks the sophist Hippias “a number of astronomical questions about nature and celestial
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
phenomena [meteôra].”17 And it is only by contrast with “celestial

Index 261
v
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phenomena” that the author of the Hippocratic treatise Fleshes (who
is opposed on this point to the author of On Ancient Medicine) delimited the field of medicine from the naturalists’ research:

C on t e n t s

I need say nothing about celestial phenomena [peri tôn meteôrôn]
except insofar as I shall indicate their relevance to humans and
the other animals—how they are born by nature and came to
exist, what the
is, what it is to
beMaps
healthy, what
Listsoul
of Illustrations
and
vii it is to be
sick, what is bad and good in the human, and whence it comes
List of Abbreviations ix
that he dies.18

Preface
xv that Socrates enumerBut it is clear that the series
of questions
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
ates in the Phaedo as having attracted the passion of his younger
years also derives from
theofsubjects
the naturalists
List
Abbreviations
ix discussed within
Introduction:
Patrick program:
of Legend and of History
the framework
of a totalizing
Preface

xv

1

living creatures
1 Are
Patrick’s
Britain nourished when heat and cold undergo a 29

2
1
3
2
4

kind of putrefaction, as some people say? Is it rather blood by
Introduction:
and of
History
which
we think, orPatrick
air, or fiof
re?Legend
Or is it none
of these,
but rather
Patrick’s
Ireland
the brain that supplies the sensations of hearing, sight, and smell,
and
from these
latter that memory and opinion arise, and, when
Patrick’s
Britain
Captivity
memory
and opinion achieve a state of stability, does knowledge
come
aboutIreland
in accordance with these? And again, investigating
Patrick’s
Religion
in of
Britain
and Ireland
the
perishing
these processes,
I also investigated what happens in the heavens and on earth.19

1
61
29
94
61
119

3 Captivity
94
5 ItThe
Missionary
is signifi
cant thatLife
the subjects mentioned by Socrates con- 154
cern
especiallyin
theBritain
physiology
knowledge, as though from the
4 Religion
and of
Ireland
6 Imagining
Patrick
in themore
Middle
Ages in questions that
beginning
Socrates
had been
interested
had,
at
least
virtually,
an
epistemological
scope
than in accounts of
5 The Missionary Life
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint Patrick
the structure
of the
universe. Naturalism,
born in Ionia, and in particular in Miletus, in the sixth century BCE, had been introduced
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
into Athens by Anaxagoras, whom Pericles invited in 456/55 to
20
Cited
Scholarship
Reading
become part
of his
entourage.and
ThFurther
ere it rapidly
became237
an object
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
of suspicion. The general tone
is
indicated
by
another
fragment
of
Index 261
Euripides, from an unknown play, that takes a position opposed
to the praise for the life of study pronounced by Amphion in the
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
Antiope:

Index 261
v
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Who when he sees these things does not begin by teaching
His soul to conceive of god,
And casts far away the crooked deceptions of those who study the
heavens,
C on t e n t s
Whose audacious tongue guesses at random about invisible
matters
without having any share in judgment?21

List of Illustrations and Maps

1
2
1
3
2
4
3
5
4
6
5
6

vii

The debate regarding
harmlessness orixharmfulness of meteList of the
Abbreviations
orology was not at all merely theoretical. The decree of Diopeithes,
Preface
xv
which permitted those who
busied themselves
with matters “on high”
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
to be prosecuted under the charge of impiety, dates from 438/37.
In the following List
year,ofitsAbbreviations
first victim was ix
Anaxagoras (through
Introduction:
of Legend
of History
whom
Pericles wasPatrick
the intended
target),and
for having
maintained that 1
Preface
xv
the heavenly bodies were nothing but burning stones. Diogenes of
Patrick’smay
Britain
Apollonia
also have been formally accused, several years after29
Anaxagoras, although this is disputed.22 Strange as it might seem,
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
given
that this
tallies so badly with the image we have of Socrates61
Patrick’s
Ireland
on the basis of Plato’s Apology of Socrates and Xenophon’s MemoraPatrick’s
Britain
29
bilia,
Socrates
was suspected of sharing the naturalists’ curiosity94
Captivity
about the mechanisms of the universe and consequently their imPatrick’s
Ireland
piety.
The key
document in this connection is constituted by Aris-61
Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
119
tophanes’s Clouds, staged in 423 BCE, which the Apology of SocraCaptivity
tes
denounces explicitly as the first real attack on Socrates, about94
The Missionary
Lifehis trial in 399.23
154
twentyfive years before
In fact, the
Clouds, inand
anticipating
Religion
in Britain
Ireland the two accusations to which119
Imagining
Patrick
incorrupting
the Middle
Ages and introducing gods
183
Socrates
had to
reply—
the youth
unknown
to
the
city—
displayed
a
Socrates
who
is
indissociably
The Missionary Life
154
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick“the weaker” argument
218
both
a “sophist,”
someone capable
of making
“the stronger” one, and at the same time a “natural philosopher,” susImagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
pended in a basket and propagating scraps extracted parodistically
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
from the doctrine of Diogenes of Apollonia, who maintained that
Epilogue:
Remembering
SaintanPatrick
218
the
air on high
was endowed
intelligence that was greater
Indexwith 261
24
because it was drier.
The Apology denounces this amalgam25 as the product of a pure
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
calumny: no one has ever heard Socrates discussing “what is below

Index 261
v
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the earth and in the sky.”26 Xenophon’s Memorabilia repeats this:
“No one ever saw Socrates doing, or heard him saying, anything
impious or irreligious. For he never discoursed, like most of the
others, about the nature ofCall
things,
on
t einvestigating
n t s the condition of
what the sophists call ‘the world order’ [kosmos] and by what necessities each of the heavenly phenomena occurs.”27 So far from meddling with “divine things,” like the naturalists, Socrates directed his
Listtoward
of Illustrations
and (ta
Maps
vii the good
interest resolutely
“human things”
anthrôpina),
of man and the practice
of
virtue.
Both
in
Xenophon
List of Abbreviations ix and in Plato’s
Apology, Socrates becomes the figure of the first “humanist”—a huxv rejection of all physical
manism that is distinguishedPreface
by its resolute
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
speculation. This is what is also meant, in a way that is at the same
time more traditionalList
and of
lessAbbreviations
transparent, by the
ix well-attested forPatrick
of Legend
of History
mulaIntroduction:
according to which
Socrates
occupiedand
himself
not with physPreface
xv
28
ics but with ethics.

1

1 Patrick’s Britain

29

The simple and rhetorically effective opposition between pre-Socratic
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
“naturalism”
Socratic “humanism” was intended in the first in2 Patrick’sand
Ireland
stance to mark a typological difference between two kinds of intel1 Patrick’s
Britain
lectual
orientation.
But it also opened the way for a historiographical
3 Captivity
interpretation, in virtue of which one orientation follows the other.
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
Th
Phaedo, which
also develops a more complex image of the rela4 eReligion
in Britain
and Ireland
tion between Socrates and ancient physics than the one presented
3 the
Captivity
in
Apology or the Memorabilia, indisputably favored such an in5 The Missionary
terpretation
by recallingLife
what the Apology and the Memorabilia, for
understandable
reasons,
had
taken
great care not to mention: namely,
4 Religion in Britain and
Ireland
6 Imagining
Patrick
the through
Middle aAges
that
Socrates himself
hadingone
naturalist phase in his
earlier
years.
We
have
already
encountered
this passage: “When I
5 The Missionary Life
Epilogue:
Remembering
Patrick
myself
was young,
I was incredibly Saint
eager for
the kind of wisdom that
they call the investigation of nature. For it seemed to me splendid to
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
know the causes of each thing, why each thing comes into being and
Citedand
Scholarship
and29 Further
Readingtradition
237 prowhy it perishes
why it exists.”
The doxographic
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
vides more precise outlines for
this statement
Index
261 when it makes Socrates the disciple of Archelaus, himself a natural philosopher located
within Anaxagoras’s sphere of influence but one who is said to have
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
dealt with ethics too (this last feature was perhaps intended to facilitate the transition).30
Index 261

1
61

v
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1
2

Plato was perfectly capable of constructing a biographical fiction
for the sake of the cause.31 But the idea of a Socrates who was once
an adept of natural philosophy is not devoid of plausibility, not only
from an intrinsic pointCof
viewt (one
on
e n has
t sto start somewhere), but
also because it lets us understand how Aristophanes could have put
into Socrates’s mouth statements that were typical of natural philosophy, even if in 423 Socrates, by then forty-six years old, and
List offor
Illustrations
and Maps
already celebrated
being the person
he really vii
was, was certainly
no longer speculating
about
meteorological
or
physiological
pheList of Abbreviations ix
nomena. In any case, from the point of view of the historicization
xv is that if the Socrates of
of the pre-Socratics, the Preface
important point
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
the Phaedo does not practice physical speculation, this is not only
because it is alienList
to him,
but also and especially
of Abbreviations
ix because by now
Introduction:
Patrickfrom
of Legend
andepochs
of History
he
has separated himself
it. The two
of the history of 1
Preface
xv
thought that future histories of philosophy will distinguish—before
Patrick’sandBritain
Socrates
after him—are in origin two epochs of the life of the29
one and only Socrates himself, who practiced natural philosophy
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
before
he became
himself.
Patrick’s
Ireland
61

1 Patrick’s
Britain
29
e quasi-historiographical
use of the pre-Socratics, detached from94
3 Th
Captivity
biographical considerations, is fully attested for the first time in the

2 Patrick’sofIreland
the fifth book of Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations, which61
4 prologue
Religion in
Britain and Ireland
119
by reason of its very large diffusion (and apparent simplicity) prob-

3 ably
Captivity
exerted the greatest influence on the constitution of the mod-94
5 ern
Theconcept
Missionary
Life
154
of the Presocratics.
This prologue
contains
forceful encomium of philosophy as
4 Religion
in Britain
andaIreland
119
6 practical
Imagining
PatrickNot
in the
Ages assert that virtue
183
philosophy.
onlyMiddle
does philosophy
suffiMissionary
cient for happiness
5 isThe
Life (a claim whose merits Cicero had every
154
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint Patrick
218
reason
to appreciate
in the particularly
difficult situation in which
he found himself while he was composing this work); it is also at

6 the
Imagining
Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
origin of all the benefits that humanity enjoys. For it is to phiCited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
losophy that man is indebted for the formation of cities, with all the
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
218
social,
cultural,
legal, andIndex
moral
bonds
261 that political life presup32
poses. Only the uneducated do not know that “those by whom the
life of men was first organized were philosophers.”33 In such a perCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
spective, the history of philosophy is coextensive with the history of
civilization.
Index 261
v
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Cicero distinguishes three stages. In the first, primitive phase of
the development of societies, philosophers exist, but under a different name, that of “sages.” These are not only the “Seven Sages,” of
which there existed a traditional
C onand
t emoren tors less established list,34
but also mythical or quasi-mythical figures like Odysseus, Nestor,
Atlas, Prometheus, Cepheus, or Lycurgus. It is to Pythagoras that
the role is assigned of having been the first to introduce the term
Listwhich
of Illustrations
Maps
vii a different
“philosophy,” with
the wisdomand
of the
sages takes
turn. Pythagoras explains
to
the
tyrant
Leon,
who
List of Abbreviations ix is intrigued by
this neologism, that unlike the sages, who are busy with their civiPreface
lizing activity, the philosophers
dedicatexv
themselves to “theory,” obList of Illustrations and Maps vii
serving for the sake of observation, without being guided by any
other motive than theList
contentment
that this observation
provides
of Abbreviations
ix
Introduction:
Legend and
History
them.
The analogy hePatrick
offers isofcelebrated:
just of
as an
athletic comxv struggling for glory, and
petition brings together notPreface
only athletes
1 Patrick’s
merchants
andBritain
customers attracted by the commerce, but also spectators who have come to admire the competition, so too there exist
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
in
life notIreland
only ambitious people and merchants but also the
2 this
Patrick’s
small group of those people who, “counting everything else as noth1 carefully
Patrick’sexamine
Britainthe nature of things”: it is these, the pure “theing,
3 Captivity
oreticians,” who are called “philosophers.”35 In Cicero’s presentation
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
of
Pythagoras
still combines within himself “wisdom” and “phi4 him,
Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
losophy”: no sooner has he given Leon the explanation mentioned
3 Captivity
above
than he leaves to legislate in Magna Graecia. But by its na5 The
Missionary
ture,
theoretical
activityLife
has a tendency to be exclusive. The philosophers
who
come
after
Pythagoras
are no longer anything but pure
4 Religion in Britain and Ireland
6 Imagining
Patrick they
in the
Agespractical questions.
theoreticians:
henceforth
areMiddle
remote from
It5 is The
to Socrates
that
the
role
will
be
assigned
of having reintroduced
Missionary Life
Remembering
Patrick which in this way
theseEpilogue:
latter questions
into the fieldSaint
of philosophy,
he leads back (according to a celebrated phrase) “from the sky to the
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
earth,” where it had originally been rooted but which in the meanScholarship and Further Reading 237
time it hadCited
abandoned.
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Although Cicero does notIndex
hesitate
to Patrick
identify the totality of the
261
postsapiential and pre-Socratic philosophers with meteorologists,
indeed with astronomers, the periodization he adopts, once it was
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
accepted, inevitably led to a reinterpretation of the concept of “nature.” For although among the
thinkers261
earlier than Socrates there
Index
v
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were indeed many who correspond to the characteristics of the inquiry on nature, this is not the case for all of them. Neither Parmenides, nor (even less) his disciples Melissus and Zeno, nor Heraclitus is a naturalist in the
sensetdescribed
C on
e n t sabove: in different degrees
and each in his own way, their aim is instead to mark the limits of
such an inquiry, indeed to put its very legitimacy into question. But
the concept of “nature” is complex enough that thinkers who did not
of Illustrations
and Maps
vii
belong at all,List
or did
not do so essentially,
to the “inquiry
on nature”
were capable of being
considered
to
have
been
“natural
philosophers.”
List of Abbreviations ix
Xenophon already explains that one of the reasons for Socrates’s
Preface
hostility with regard to the
“naturalxv
philosophers” had to do with
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
the uncertainties to which the knowledge they claimed was subject,
and to which the divergence
of their position ix
regarding the question
List of Abbreviations
of Legend
of es.
History
36
ofIntroduction:
knowing what Patrick
the number
of beings and
is testifi
Now, in a way 1
Preface
xv
that is surprising at first glance, not only are those people who pracPatrick’s
Britain
tice
the inquiry
into nature considered to be “natural philosophers”29
here, but also those who deny the existence of any change, and thus
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
that
of the Ireland
“natural” processes of generation and corruption (i.e.,61
Patrick’s
Parmenides and his Eleatic disciples). “Among those who are preoccuPatrick’s
29
pied
with theBritain
nature of all things, some think that what is is only one,
Captivity
94
others that it is infinite in number; the ones that all things are alPatrick’s
Ireland
ways
in motion,
the others that nothing could ever be in motion; and61
Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
119
the ones that all things come into being and are destroyed, the others
Captivity
94
that
nothing could ever either come into being or be destroyed.”37
The
154
ForMissionary
the Eleatics Life
to be capable of being understood as “natural
philosophers,”
the meaning
the term “nature” cannot be exactly
Religion in Britain
and of
Ireland
119
Imagining
in the
Middle
Ages
183
identical
withPatrick
that in the
Phaedo.
It is easy
to reconstruct the logic
ofThe
the Missionary
slippage that produces
Life the transition from a narrow sense to
154
Remembering
Saint Patrick
218
aEpilogue:
more general
one. “Nature” (phusis)
can refer in Greek not only
to the processes of genesis and corruption, that is, to the visible or
Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
official aspect of the inquiry into nature, but also to the “nature” that
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
is deployed and subsists through these processes—what Aristotle
Epilogue:
Saint“substrate”
Patrick (hupokeimenon), “of
218
will
call the Remembering
“principle” (arkhê)
Index or261
which all beings are made, that from which they arise at the beginning and into which they return at the end.”38 Then it is enough to
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
interpret the originary “nature” ontologically, recognizing it as “what
truly is” (by opposition toIndex
the things261
or composites that have arisen
v
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from it), for the study of nature to be capable of including even the
thesis of those who refuse to attribute all the determinations of “nature” in a more restricted sense to “what is,” that is, to “nature” in the
broad sense. It is preciselyC
this
ontological
of nature that
on
t e n tconception
s
Xenophon, or his source, puts at the basis of the debate among the
naturalists, because this latter bears not on the sky and natural phenomena, but on the number and quality of beings. It is in this way
List ofare
Illustrations
Maps 39vii
that the pre-Socratics
also the firstand
ontologists.
Antiquity never offi
cially
the classification
List
of adopted
Abbreviations
ix that has been
sketched out here: as a general rule, the naturalists remained natuPreface
xvreports that Parmenides’s
ralists stricto sensu, even if ancient
tradition
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
writings, and even more Melissus’s, were entitled “On Nature,” like
40
those of the “natural List
philosophers.”
Although ix
Aristotle employed
of Abbreviations
Introduction:
Patrick
of
Legend
of History
a concept of nature that was sufficiently diffand
erentiated
to justify the
xvother, he always respects
transition from one sense ofPreface
phusis to the
1 distinction
Patrick’s Britain
the
between the majority of the ancient philosophers,
constituted by the “natural philosophers,” and the others, who refuse
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
nature
(the Eleatics
in general) or who only accept it as a kind of
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
second best (Parmenides). Aristotle’s need to assign clear limits to
1 Patrick’s
Britain
physics
from his
own point of view, by distinguishing it not only
3 Captivity
from dialectic and mathematics but also from first philosophy, im2 Patrick’s
Ireland the demarcation, even if he does not coin a
pelled
him to maintain
4 Religion
in Britain and Ireland
general designation for the second group. Only the Skeptic Sextus
3 Captivity
Empiricus,
in a passage that refers to the Aristotelian demarcation,
5 ThetheMissionary
assigns
Eleatics the Life
names of “immobilists” (stasiôtai) and “non41
naturalists”
(aphusikoi).
4 Religion in Britain and Ireland

6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages

Th
SocraticCiceronian
tradition is characterized by the fact that
5 e The
Missionary
Life
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saintand
Patrick
it locates
the rupture
between Socrates
his predecessors at the
level of a certain content, in certain cases linked to a definite episte6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
mological attitude: before Socrates, nature, the sky, and more genCited
Scholarship
and Further
Readingstarting
237 with
erally being,
within
a purely theoretical
perspective;
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
Socrates, man, his action, andIndex
morality,261
within the perspective of an
essentially practical philosophy. The Platonic-Aristotelian tradition,
by contrast, locates this rupture at the level of the method, that is,
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
of the instruments that allow the contents to become objects of
thought: one might say that itIndex
attributes
to Socrates a second-order
261
v
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kind of thought, by opposition to the first-order kind that was characteristic of his predecessors.42 This shift toward epistemological
questions, which evidently can open up the possibility of reinterpreting not only Socrates
himself
C on
t ebut
n also
t s the pre-Socratics, occurs
for the first time in the Phaedo of Plato. Just as Plato sketches out,
by means of the theory of contraries and of the formal cause, the
categories that direct Aristotle’s physics as it is developed in the first
List of Illustrations
book of his Physics,
so too does heand
paveMaps
the way vii
for the essentially
continuist historyList
of the
beginnings
of
philosophy
that Aristotle
of Abbreviations ix
will narrate in the first book of his Metaphysics. It is all as though,
Preface
xv concluded, and at the very
at the end of a process that
has now been
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
moment that Socrates is about to be executed (as I recalled earlier,
the Phaedo takes place
onAbbreviations
this very day), it atixlast becomes possible
List of
Patrick of Legend
andvision
of History
toIntroduction:
deploy a more philosophically
balanced
than the one that 1
Preface
xv
was allowed by the needs of his defense.
Patrick’s
Britain
In the story
that Socrates tells about his own intellectual devel-29
opment, which constitutes a long digression within the last of his
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
arguments
in favor of the immortality of the soul, he recalls the61
Patrick’s Ireland
circumstances that led him to undertake a “second sailing” (deuteros
Patrick’s
29
plous),
onceBritain
he had recognized the aporias of the physics that had at
Captivity
94
first aroused his passions and its inability to give an account of the
Ireland
fiPatrick’s
nal cause. Th
time, the rupture, deep though it is, occurs only on61
Religion
in isBritain
and Ireland
119
the basis of a shared philosophical project, as is suggested by the very
Captivity
metaphor
of the second sailing, which presupposes that one and the94
The voyage
Missionary
154
same
is beingLife
continued, even if by other means.43
Cebes has
formulated
an objection against Socrates’s last
Religion
in just
Britain
and Ireland
119
Imagining
thetheMiddle
Ages
183
argument:
to Patrick
establishin
that
soul preexists our birth, Cebes remarks,
does not in the
The
Missionary
Lifeleast allow us to conclude that it is immor154
44
Epilogue:
Saint
Patrick
tal.
For it isRemembering
quite possible that,
even
if the soul did pre-exist, 218
it
could be corruptible in the end, and that its entrance into a body
Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
marked the beginning of a process of deterioration that will lead
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
ineluctably to its destruction, and that this would be the case even
Patrick
218
ifEpilogue:
one had to Remembering
agree that itIndex
wouldSaint
last261
for
a certain time.
To answer this objection, Socrates acknowledges, is no light task.
This presupposes “a profound investigation into the cause of generCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
ation and corruption in general.” However, the “inquiry into nature,”
which is supposed to dealIndex
with this261
topic (it discusses “what comes
v
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about and what is destroyed”45), is not up to this task. So far from
rendering explicit the cause (aition) of the processes of generation
and corruption, it only talks about the material conditions that are
necessary for their effectuation,
C onwhat
t ePlato
n t sin the Timaeus calls by
the technical term of the “auxiliary causes” (sunaitia).46 Indeed, only
the cause that Aristotle will call “that for the sake of which” (the
final cause) corresponds to what Socrates understands here under
List Th
of at
Illustrations
Maps he vii
the name of cause.
is why, for aand
moment,
had placed his
hopes in Anaxagoras,List
who
was
the
only
natural
philosopher,
acof Abbreviations ix
cording to the text of the Phaedo, to detach himself from the anonPreface xv
ymous mass of his peers by maintaining
that “intelligence organized
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
the world and is the cause of all things.”47 The problem is that this
statement in Anaxagoras,
to Socrates’sixreading of it, is not
List according
of Abbreviations
Introduction:
Patrick
of Legend
andthe
of formation
History of the
followed
by any effect,
given that
he explains
Preface
xv
world by what Socrates, using a pejorative plural, calls “airs, aethers,
1 Patrick’s
Britain
waters,
and many
other strange entities.”48
However, the second sailing, directed “toward the search for
Introduction:
Patrick of Legend and of History
49
causes,”
does Ireland
not lead directly all the way to the final cause. It bor2 Patrick’s
rows the path of a hypothetical procedure resting on a theory of the
1 Patrick’s
Britain
formal
cause (the
Forms as causes). The argument by which Socra3 Captivity
tes will establish the incorruptibility of the soul in order to respond
Patrick’s
Ireland
fi2nally
to Cebes
saying that neither a Form itself, like
4 Religion
inconsists
Britaininand
Ireland
Cold, nor any entity depending upon the presence of such a Form,
3 snow,
Captivity
like
would be capable of receiving within itself a contrary Form
5 the
Thepresent
Missionary
Life Either one or the other of two things
(in
case, Heat).
must
happen: they
will haveand
to “either
perish or withdraw”—perish,
4 Religion
in Britain
Ireland
Imagining
Patrick isinperishable,
the Middle
if6 the
entity in question
likeAges
snow; withdraw, if the
entity
in
question
is
exempt
from
death
by
essence or definition.
5 The Missionary Life
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
But Epilogue:
this last hypothesis
applies to life,
of which
the concept, according to Socrates, analytically implies “immortality.” The soul too,
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
which is its principle, will be immortal, and hence “incorruptible.”
Cited Scholarship
Further
Reading(as one
237speaks
This argument,
which couldand
be called
“biological”
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
of the “ontological argument”),
invokes
Index
261an example belonging to
“ethics” at one of its stages: if Socrates remains in prison, this is not
because of his bones and muscles, which are only necessary condiCited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
tions, but because he thinks this is right.50 The use of these distinctively Platonic philosophemes
makes 261
the transition from the preIndex
v
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Socratics to Socrates coincide with the one from a purely Socratic
Socrates to a distinctly Platonic Socrates.51 But the main argument,
to which this example is subordinated, does not bear upon human
affairs. Instead it sketches
thetoutlines
C on
e n tofs a new physics, of which
the distinctive mark would be that it is structured teleologically.52
Thus at the horizon of the “second sailing” of the Phaedo we glimpse
the Timaeus, which, in renewing a connection with the “naturalists’ ”
of Illustrations
Maps
vii in the reapprocosmologicalList
project,
constitutes aand
decisive
moment
priation of the Socrates
of
the
Apology
by
the
science
of natural pheList of Abbreviations ix
nomena. Suggestive evidence is provided by the final eschatological
xv cosmological description
myth of the Phaedo, withPreface
the geographicList of Illustrations and Maps vii
of the world where the souls are divided up after death, including
a hydrology that Aristotle
criticizes in his Meteorologica
as Plato’s
List of Abbreviations
ix
Introduction:
Patrick
of 53Legend and of History
1
theory
“on rivers and
the sea.”
Preface
xv
Aristotle did not follow Plato on this path, which indubitably
Patrick’s
eff
aces whatBritain
was distinctive about Socrates for the sake of a prob-29
lematic that is no longer Socrates’s own. But nonetheless Aristotle
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
takes
over the
idea that the pre-Socratics and Socrates are engaged61
Patrick’s
Ireland
in the same enterprise, of which the object is not what comes to be
Patrick’s
Britain but more generally the search for causes. It is29
and
what perishes,
Captivity
94
precisely this that earns them the name of “first philosophers,” or
Patrick’s
more
exactlyIreland
of “the first ones to philosophize,” which Aristotle61
Religion
inthat
Britain
and Ireland
119
awards them in the first book of the Metaphysics.54
Captivity
Starting with chapter 3, Metaphysics 1, which opens with a char-94
The Missionary
Life knowledge as “wisdom,” is dedicated 154
acterization
of the highest
to
discovering
among
Aristotle’
s
predecessors
(“the
fi
rst
philosophers,”
Religion in Britain and Ireland
119
Imagining
Patrick
the the
Middle
Agesof the four causes, for
183
but
also Socrates
and in
Plato)
emergence
which
the Physics had
presented the systematic table: first, the maThe Missionary
Life
154
Epilogue:
Patrick
218
terial
cause, ofRemembering
which Aristotle Saint
wonders
whether or not one can already attribute the notion to the poets and to the group of those
Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
183
whom he designates as “the theologians” (the authors of theogonies,
Cited
Scholarship
and
Further
Reading
237
like Hesiod or the Orphics) rather than to Thales; then, in order,
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saintmight
Patrick
218
the
efficient cause,
about which
“suspect” that Hesiod had
Indexone261
a notion even before Parmenides; the final cause, in Anaxagoras and
Empedocles (chapters 3 and 4); and the formal cause among the
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
Pythagoreans and Plato (chapters 5 and 6). Given that these are the
“first philosophers,” whatIndex
is involved
261is not so much discoveries as
v
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rather anticipations. The final cause, in Empedocles, is called “Friendship” or “Love” (Philia); in Anaxagoras, it is implied by the directive
function of the mind; the efficient cause, again, is called “Love”
(Eros) in Hesiod and Parmenides.
themselves that
C on tAnd
e nthet“bodies”
s
the naturalists take as principles are nothing but the prefiguration
of the substrate and of potentiality. In such a perspective, there is an
unbroken continuity from Thales to Plato.55 Although he mentions
List ofhimself
Illustrations
and matters
Maps and
viinot with nathat Socrates “busied
with ethical
ture as a whole,”56 Aristotle,
far
from
locating
his
contribution
to the
List of Abbreviations ix
history of philosophy in this very choice, suggests instead its continPreface
gent character: what Socrates
was the fixv
rst to do, “seeking with reList of Illustrations and Maps vii
gard to them [i.e., ethical questions] the universal,” was to interest
57
himself in definitions.List
Thofis Abbreviations
novelty is itself conceived
as the premix
Introduction:
Patrick
of Forms,
Legend
History
ise for the Platonic theory of the
theand
last of
theory
of principles
to be presented by Aristotle Preface
before the xv
recapitulation in chapter 7,
1 criticism
Patrick’sinBritain
the
chapters 8 and 9, and the conclusion in chapter 10,
which confers upon Socrates a status of an intermediary rather than
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
one
of an initiator.
2 Patrick’s
Ireland
This interpretation of Socrates is found again in the parallel
1 Patrick’s
Britain
passage
of Book
13 of the Metaphysics (except that there Aristotle
3 Captivity
specifies the contribution of Democritus and, earlier, of the Pythag2 Patrick’s
Ireland
oreans
with regard
to the search for definitions58), and it is also de4 Religion
in Britain
and Ireland
ployed in the first book of the Parts of Animals.59 The question is
3 Captivity
that
of the method in biology. Pointing ironically, though implicitly,
5 the
Thedistance
Missionary
Life the “natural philosophers’ ” pretento
that separates
tions
from their
Aristotle defends the idea that
4 Religion
inaccomplishments,
Britain and Ireland
6 Imagining
Patrick
in theofMiddle
Ages
there
exist two sorts
of causes
which the
naturalist must take
account
on
pain
of
missing
“nature”:
the
fi
nal
cause (which in this
5 The Missionary Life
Epilogue:
Patrick(which belongs to
context
includesRemembering
the formal cause)Saint
and necessity
“matter”).60 Aristotle explains that the reason why his predecessors
6 Imagining Patrick in the Middle Ages
were never able to envisage the final cause except by a lucky chance
Cited Scholarship
and Further
Reading
237 of
(they do nothing
more than “stumble
upon” it)
is that the practice
Epilogue:
Remembering
Saint
Patrick
the definition of essence hadIndex
still been261
foreign to them: even Democritus, of whom it was true that he engaged himself in the search
for definitions, does it because “he was guided by the thing itself ”
Cited Scholarship and Further Reading 237
(in an unreflective way), and not “because it would be necessary for
physics” (in a conscious way).Index
Socrates,261
for his part, did indeed conv
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tribute to the progress of the theory of definition, but since he followed the inclination, common to the philosophers of his era, “toward useful virtue and politics,” he provided no benefit to physics.
From this point of view,
Aristotelian
C on
t e n physics—
t s which gives a place
to the final (and formal) cause next to the material cause, thanks
to an explicit theory of definition and of essence—can be seen as a
synthesis of the older Presocratic physics and of a Socratic impulse
List
of Illustrations
and
Maps vii nature.
that turns out
to be
of an essentially
epistemological
Thus the imageList
thatofemerges
from
Aristotle
Abbreviations ix is complex. On the
one hand, there does indeed exist a sequence passing from physics
Preface
xv directed to practice does
to ethics (and politics). But
the attention
List of Illustrations and Maps vii
not so much open a new era of philosophy as it characterizes the
interest and spirit List
of a generation
(the expression
of Abbreviations
ix “the philosophers,”
Introduction:
Patrick
of Legend
History
hoi
philosophountes,
in the plural,
might and
even of
include
the “sophists”). 1
Preface
xv
Even though Socrates himself has a share in this common interPatrick’s
est,
ethics isBritain
scarcely more than the domain or the material to which29
he applies a different kind of concern. Socrates, a philosopher of
Introduction: Patrick of Legend and of History
1
defi
nition, isIreland
inscribed within the continuity of a tradition that he61
Patrick’s
contributes to regenerating rather than concluding. In such a perPatrick’s
29
spective,
theBritain
Socratic caesura is at the same time maintained and94
Captivity
subordinated.
Patrick’s
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